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ATC SIMULATION OF HELICOPTER IFR APPROACHES INTO MAJOR TERMINAL AREAS
USING RNAV, MLS, AND CDTI
L. Tobias, li. Q. Lee, L. L. Peach, 1:, M. Willett, Jr., *
 and P. J. O'Bri.en*
Ames Research Center
5 UMMARY
The introduction of independent helicopter IFR routes at hub airports has
been investigated in a real-time air traffic control system simulation involv-
ing a piloted helicopter simulator, computer-generated air traffic, and air
traffic controllers. The helicopter simulator was equipped to fly area navi-
gation (RNAV) routes and Microwave Landing System (MLS)approaches. Problems
studied included; (1) pilot acceptance of the approach procedure and tracking.
accuracy; (2) ATC procedures for handling a mix of helicopter and fixed-wing
traffic; and (3) utility of the Cockpit Display of Traffic Information (CDTI)
for the helicopter in the hub airport environment. Results indicate that the
helicopter routes were acceptable to the subject pilots and were noninterfer-
ing with fixed-wing traffic. Merging and spacing maneuvers using CDTI were
successfully carried out by the pilots, but controllers had some reservations
concerning the acceptability of the CDTI procedures.
INTRODUCTION
At present there is a lack of instrument-approach procedures specifically
designated for helicopters operating in major terminal. areas. The helicopter
must use the same Instrument Landing System (ILS) approach as that designated
for fixed-wing aircraft. Because of the differences in speeds between heli-
copters and fixed-wing aircraft, this technique causes large average separa-
tions and high controller workload.
However, capacity must be increased and controller workload decreased if
the ATC system is to handle the anticipated growth of helicopter operations
in major terminals. According to current forecasts, the total U.S. civil
helicopter fleet is expected to total some 20,000 by 1990 at an annual growth
rate of 12 to 15,0 (ref. 1). Within this total, business/corporate helicopters
will increase at an expected annual growth rata of 15 to 20% to about 5000 by
1990. During this same period, business/corporate operators are expected to
exceed 4000 and commercial helicopters are expected to reach 10,000 with about
3000 operators.
The projected increased number of helicopters, coupled with the ineffi-
ciency of handling; mixes of helicopter and fixed-wing aircraft on the same
M	 *FAA Technical Center, Atlantic City, N.J.
approach $ invites consideration of techniques and procedures that result in
Independent, tioninterfering instrument flight Rules (IFR) approaches for holi^-
copters into major terminal areas. At the same time, such techniques should
not acid significantly to the controller workload, at least under low and mod-
(Irate helicopter traffic conditions. A candidate procedure Investigated
horvin is an area navigation (RNAV) approach which transitions to a Microwave
Landing System (MSS) for the final approach course to a landing pad at a high--
density airport. It has been generally agreed that RNAV and WAS are a
 compleM
montary navigation/landing systems that could enhance the safety and
efficiency of the terminal area operations while reducing controller and pilot
workload (ref..?) .
Three major problem areas relating to this procedure were investigated:
(1) pilot acceptance of procedures and tracking accuracy for helicopter
instrument approaches using RNAV and KS at major terminal. areas; (2) air
traffic control procedures and controller acceptance of handling helicopter
traffic, In addition to conventional traffic:, and rceucin.g the minimum separa-
tion between helicopters .flying the helicopter approoc;h routes from 3 nm to
1.5 n ►it; and (3) the potential uses of a Cockpit Display of Traffic Information
(CDTI) Ill a helicopter cockpit. The reason for including, the third objeoLive
Is discussed in the following paragraphs.
Other studies (refs. 3 and G) are under way to examine the utility of
CDTI for fixed-wing aircraft, however, Cite utility of CDTI for helicopters
needs to be examined separately, particularly in a major terminal area eavi
ronment. Independent helicopter routing in major terminal areas will confine
helicopters to airspace unused by fixed-wing traffic. The improved situa-
tional awareness provided by CDTI may be helpful to the pilot under these
circumstances. In addition, the helicopter operates at lowerspeeds than
fixed-wing; aircraft and thus it mig;ltt be easier to accomplish spacing and
merging; operations from the cockpit, hence, an examination of a fd TI-equipped
helicopter was included as part of the study of helicopter operations at major,
terminals.
The study is part of a joint program of real-time simulation studies
using facilities at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
Ames Research Center and the federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Technical
Center, Atlantic City, New Jersey. Previous study areas in the ,joint program
have included fuel-conservative approaches, such as delayed flap and profile
descents and time-controlled guidance (ref. 5) .
This study was conducted in June 1980 at Ames by using a piloted heli-
coptOr simulator and an Air-Traffic-Control (ATC) simulation. FAA Technical,
Center personnel participated in the experiment design (ref. 6) and evalua-
tion of results. In addition, the Technical Center provided controller sub-
jects. In the following paragraphs the simulation facilities, the scenario,
and the test conditions are described. Results corresponding to the three
objectives are presented, followed by conclusions.
2
SIMULATION rACTLITILS
The simulation facility is illustrated in figure 1; it includes two air
traffic controller positions, each having its own color computer graphics
oncedisplay. In this study, n was designated approach 0--ontrol and the other,
final control, in proximity to the color displays, there was a keyboard with
which ATC display related requests were entered into the controller displays
and the simulation computer; such inputs included changing the leader length
or the position of an aircraft Identification Lag; Lransferring an aircraft
between control sectors; or stopping and restarting the flow Of traffic, at
the ft.-OdOr fixes, The helicopter simulator, located in an adjacent room, was
driven by its own digital Computer. Controller clearances to the pilot wait,
Lransmitted via voice link and the helicopter position was transmitted via
data link to the ATC-simulation computer. Air traffic, in addition to the
helicopter piloted simulator, was required in order to provide a realistic
workload for the controller. This additional traffic consisted of computer-
generated aircraft. These aircraft would respond to traffic clearances that
were appropriately coded and entered through the keyboard pilot station.
The helleopLer simulator had a cockpit configured as a Bell U11-111
(fig. 2). The pilot's displays (fig, 3) included an electronic multifunction
display (MID) in addition to the standard instrumentation. Vertical and Iat-
cral guidance and range (1)ME) information were provided by the horizontal--
situation indicator. A detailed description of the cockpit can be found in
references 7 and S. During the instrument-approach segments, the generated
visual scene could display fog to simulilte instrument meLcorological (tondl-
Lions (IMC). At decision height, the simulated fog was programed to dissipate
so that the terminal area could be seen. A six-degree•of-frecdom math model
controlled the translation and rotation of a video camera located above a
model Lerrain board to provide. the appropriate visual cues. Navigation or
altimeter errors were not included in the simulation.
SCENARIO AND TEST CONDITIONS
The simula f:ed terminal area is based on the John F. Kennedy International
Airport (JFK), New York. The route structure and runway configuration inves-
tigated are shown in figure 4. Conventional takeoff and landing (CTOL) air-
craft enter the terminal area from one of four feeder fixes, Robbinsvil1e,
Sates, Micke, or Ellis, and proceed to runway 31R. Missed approaches were
basically vectored along the dashed flightpath emanating from runway 31R for
holding; however, before reaching the holding fix, missed approaches were
normally vectored for a second approach before crossing the Robbinsville
route. CTOL traffic clearances and controller procedures were in accordance
with the Nf.,w York Common IFR Room (CIFRR) procedures as of April 1978. it
should be pointed out, however, that, because of limitations of the simula-
tion capabilities, only two controller positions. an  approach and a final-
control position, could be used. Hence, only a portion of the approach
cedures were simulated. Specifically, the approach controller handled -all the
3
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fixed-wing, arrivals from Itobbintaville and Sawn, He also handled all holt-
ccapter t;t°nMO from the feeder fix tea the hel ipaJ. The finaltl control,l.er
WWII arrivals from MUK and Hills; he + was also rooponsible for all ffxed-
wln1, landings on runway 3111. Aloop because of display Ilaalitaatiuns, no depar-
turd traffic, wl foh uses runwav 311. In this configuration, was slnulaatecl,
On(,' Of rhos helicopter routes, denoted an COP, is showaa in figvr y Vii. It
is an IUTAV route leading to as 2-nm Stralgh!;--in final approach that was 171001
an a Ca° RLS approach, The tvisibility of " p ing a 6° aapproaae*h had been estah-
t tsshed in an earlier study in which MIS landings were conduct ted to y as range
of glide slopes up to 9° (ref. 9). The holipaad was located at what In pre>sa-
eaatly as parking aieaa at, JVK; however, eho site was ssolectod by New York CIVRR,
JVK tower personnel, and FAA pastern Region personnel an as roaoonabl y candl-
daate Location for 4a hellpaad. In view 01 the cotatreal tc ►wer, it allows; for as
hvIicopter--route design that in noninforfortng; with fixed-wing, traffic flows,
ea~cepl for missed approaches thaat. require Some contralllor action, The pad
location also results in reaahonably noninterfering; helicopter rout,or when
other fixed-wing; runway configurations are In use, although ether laandtng,
configurations were not examined In this real-Limostudy. The COP route con-
aavan Into the RNAV helicopter route network designed for the Northeast
corridor (M. 10) ,
Variables in thin configuration wvio the arrival rates at rho feedor
Won tar the t:'JON and hvilcopter traffic. CTOL arrivals varied from as mod-
erato rate of 10 oa f s"or of t per hour (a/e/hr) to as heavy We Of 15 a/c/hr,
The 	 of arrival aircraftat Balch of the feeders and the distribu-
tion of CTOL types were based can JVK data * helicopter traffic wars light to
III0dcrrate	 8 to 15 holicoptersa/hr.
There wore other aspects; of belicopt.Or operaltions at major terminal areas
that could nut he investig;atcd with the CTOL and hvlicopter-route configura-
tion described previously because of this limited number of controller post-
IN= :specifically, these aspects were (1) higher helicopter arrival rates;;
(1) merging; of trait ics from two separate helicopLor routes; and (3) roduvod
III inimum-sepaaraation-dIs,ta Ce requirements between helicopters. Operations
under these conditions increased the controller workload to the point that it
was not. possible with only two controller positions to invcatlg;ate these
at ► eaase and handle CTOL traffic simultaneously, Accordingly, a second route
;structure for Qlicoptersa only was also investigated; it is shown in figure b.
Neither the holicopt or route denoted COP nor the missed approach routes were,
changed. A now helicopter arrival route denoted LEE, which Is symmetrical tea
tK COP route, was added. For this configuration, each of the two controllers
was responsible for one route, and My coordinated their :spacing; to avoid
conflict at the 2-nm fix. An arrival rate of 35 holioopters per hour was
u vd, equally distributed between the COP and LE r=vs. Separation dis-
tanve s of 3 nm and 1.5 nm were inves tig;a Led .
Four levels of display capability were evaluated in the helicopter simulaa-
tidnss: (1) basic display only; (2) basic display with an electronic area-mail
display; (3) basic display with a cockpit display of traffic information (CDTI)
in the passive made; and (4) basic: display with a (.DTI In the active mode. IL
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Should he noted that the actual display used for artivo and p.aasivv CDTI is
the: same; however, Waause pilot procedures differ for active and passivo CDTI,
they will be cousicr o=red different modete. The MFD wau used for the area mate
and tDT1 displays., the area-mats mode, thQ MFD provided a digital display
of the airspoed, ,alt nude, an ►t heading Of the helicopter and inelueled as Symbol
rvoresenLing they perWI.On of the helicopter an wall as its trend vector;
ground track 
was 
superimposed on a horizontal, heading-up, Moving maap of they
enroute 
and terminal areas, The RNAV route s t ruu tutu, waypoi,nto t 'MIA final-
approach  geometry, and significant terraa:tn features wvr y also depicted.
In addition to this Information, the CDTI displa y
 indicated the relative
position, altitude, heading, and groundspeed of aairc°r;aft In close proximity
to the helicopter. A typical C;n't'I display ca6vd by rhe a simulated helicopter
Is shown in figures 6. The surrounding traffic was nuperimpoovd on the "head-
ing up" map display. The helicopter-simulator position is in the lower centor
of Lhe server as shown. The dashed l nee emanating from the aircraft symbol
are trend-predictor lines; they dots are pant-history information. It can be
Seen irom the f igur y that the helicopter is on the COP rotate and has Juot
passed the COP 2 waavpolnt. The prteavat; heading of 34' is pr =ovided at the top
couLer of ._tae display. The present altitude of 1200 ft is Shawn at the top
right, and the pVescant SpOcad Of 95 knots Is shown at the top petit of the dlo-
platy. The naampt y dispi.ay Show, Lhrvv Other aircraft; one alrcraft (denoted
PQ is following thv helicopter simulator aloof; the COP route; the other two
(with isientificaa t ioa tags Al and Isl), troth of which are ecrn=Lioaaaal aircraft,
are heading for 'landing on runway 31R. (Up to three- aircraft were displrayecl,
provided they wore within 10 om and 2000 ft oa the simulator cab position.)
The triangular symbol provides aircraft-position information tactual position
in in they venter Of the triangle), the+ he aadW being; indicaawd by the symbol
orientation, Below the aircraft identt.ficatlon is llstvd its tapoed in knots
and Its altitude in feet. Thus, for example, aircraft Al Is flying at a
speed of 180 karats and an al t i tucfe of 500 ft.
The tDT1 was used in froth a passive and an active mode. to the passive
Meader , the piloL Monitored they position of adjacent aircraft, area he was
expected to report any irregulaarities to ATC; Wher than to initiate any cox-•
re c tives actions can his own. In the active mode, ope.rat. ionarl procedures were
established between the controller and the helicopter pilot to transfer con-
trol to the plIOL to perform certain maneuverer. These maneuvers, illustrated
in figure 7, are i.ntrail spacing, merging, and route croSSing. In each of
these maneuvers, the helicopter pilot was inaL1 actod to .fly the hol.i.eoptcr no
closer Lhan I nm from adjacent aircraft. In the intraail-tapaeing Mode, the
controller first verified that the pilot had the load aircraft in sight on
his CDTI, and their he cleared the helicopter Via the COP route to follow tRht
lead aircraft. In this case, the pilot was responsible for maintaining the
separation distance from the lead aircraft, and the controller was rospon-
si.ble for maintaining the a.ppropriaLe separation disLance from other aircraft.
At the beginning of the merging mode, the helieopLer simulator was on Lbe
hewlloopLer missed-approach route. After being cleared, it was they responsi-
bility of the helicopter pilot to proceed from tho missod-approach route and
margv onto the COP route behind the assigned helicopter. The ennLrollera was
responsible for Lhe appropriate Spacing of the trailing helicopter traffic.
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In it tha,rd maneuver, the roue-crossing maneuver, the helicopter was vectored
off tale CUP routo andcleared to fly across the CUT' route between two heli-
copier trarl;ets, which tile, controller had positioned about G nm apart oil the
CUP roue.
Twenty--eight data runs ware made, each 70 min long (4 runs/day). Twenty
MIS utilized the C7"0I,/helicopter-route structure shown in figure Via; the
remaining eight involved only helicopter approaches. During it 70-mint runt,
L-110 helicopter simulator typically flow three approaches. The controller sab-
j ec is were FAA research controllers front 	 VAA Technical Center. Nina halt-
copter pilots, representing tite FAA, NASA, and various industrial organiza-
tions, conducted 127 approaches in the pi:lot4,i helicopter simulator. Pilots
made evaluations at the end of each flight anti also at the completion of all
their flights. Controllers completed a questionnaire after each 70-min run
and :a final questionnaire at the conclusion cis the study. Copies of the ques-
tionnaireo are contained in appendixes A, b, and C.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
PILOT ACCEPTANCE OF APPROACH PROCEDURES AND TRACKING ACCURACY
Pilot Evaluations of Approach Procedures
The evaluation pilots were asked to rate each approach at its conclusion
by using the pilot rating scale shown in table 1. Numerical ratings from
I to 10 were assigned to refloc t Chi, demands oil the pilot and the adequacy of
the associated system, The pilot ratings were plotted as functions of tale
foc,^r display config--nations tasted; results arcs shown in figure d(aa). The
means and standard deviations of these ratings are shown in figure 8(b), it
call be seen that the means for all four display configurations and the stan-
dard deviations for the No-Map, Map, and Passive-CDTI display modes fall
within the range of "minimal" demands on the pilot, whereas the standard devi-
ation for the AcLLve CDTI display mode extends slightly into the range of
"considerable" demands on the pilot. The mean ratings for the No-Map and Map
display configurations are essentially equivalent. Tito mean rating for the
Passive-CDTx mode is approxi.mat.ely one-half a pilot rating lower (numerically
higher) and the mean rating for the Active C,DT:I mode is approximately one
pilot rating lower than the mean ratings for the No-Map and Map modes. The
Slight decrease in pilot ratings for the CDTI modes reflects ar slight increase
San pilot scan workload in order to use the additional Information being pro-
vided. However, the pilots commented that thev prefer to have the additional
information provided by the CD`rl displays, despite the resultant higher work-
load, especially in high-density traffic environments.
On the postflight questionnaire, the evaluation pilots were asked to rate
the overall pilot workload for the RNAV, the MLS approach, and the missed
approach phases of the test runs by using a rating scale that ranged from
"low" to "high," as shown in figure 9. The ratings are in comparison to
11
TABLE 1.- IFR PILOT RING SCALE
TPILOT MlssloN
SYSTEM ADEQUACY DCMANDS ON PILOT RATING ACCOMPLISHED
I I YES
NEGLIGIBLE DEFICIENCIES
NO IMPROVEMENT NECESSARY SATISFACTORY MINIMAL 2 YES
3 YES
4 YES
MODERATELY OBJECTIONABLE DEFICIENCIES
UNSATISFACTORY CUNSIDEIIABLE G DOUBTFULiPr,PROVEMENTS WARRANTED
6 DOUBTFUL
7 NO
MAJOR DEFICIENCIES
UNACCEPTABLE INTENSE 8 NOIMPROVEMENTS REQUIRED
9 NO
INDESCRIBABLY
AIRCRAFT LOST
	 HIGH
	
10	 NO
DEMANDS ON PILOT
1 N•O••N-, .a w N•. – .,— ---, .
N• ••N N • •••0000111100 0	 MINIMAL
z
•••••N ••• NNN :t"00000
_ N ••• • •
• :•
v ••
w
• CONSIDERABLE
j J
Z
INTENSE
NO MAP
	
MAP	 PASSIVE	 ACTIVE .
CDTI	 CDTI
APPROACH MODE
(a) Ratings as .Functions of display configurations.
Figure 8.- Pilot ratings.
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Istandard approach and mused approach procedures. The means and standard
deviations of the responses titre indicated in the figure, filet responses
indicated a "Slightly low" overall pilot workload for the RNAV phase and a
"Slightly high" overall pilot workload for tho MLS final approach and missed
approach proeedures.
The pilots were also asked to 0diCaLe the effect of the advanced dis-
plays on pilot workload for the RNAV, ITS final approach, and missed approach
procedures; by using the rating scale of; reduced pilot workload, no effeeL,
or increased pilot workload. The means and standard deviations for the
responses to this question are shown in figure 10. 1110t responses with
regard to the effect of the advanced displays on pilot workload for the RNAV
segment were evenly distributed with an equal number of responses for "reduced""
and "Increased" workload. half of the pilots responded that the advanced dis-
plays had "no affect" on pilot workload during the ITS final :approach while
the remaining pilots indicated fairly evenly mixed responses with a slight
bias toward the rating, of "increased" workload. Six pilots indicated that
the advanced displays reduced pilot workload during the missed approach
because of improved Situational awareness. One pilot indicated that the dis-
plays had "no affect," and one pilot indicated that tho displays "increased""
pilot workload during; the missed approach. Pilot comments accompanyiag the
rating3 of "increased" workload indicated that the higher workload resulted
from the increased scan required to cross-check the advanced displays. Sev-
eral pilots indicated that the pilot workload on the MLS final approaches was
fairly high, and, therefore, the pil.oLS had little time to scan the advanced
displays during this segment.
In general, pilot comments concerning We advanced displays were very
favorable. The piloLS indicated that they preferred having the additional
information available, despite a slight increase in pilot workload.
Thv evaluation pilots were asked to comment on the approach-profile
parameters used in the simulation. The pilot responses indicated that Lhe
approach was reasonable. All the pilots rated the 6' glide slope and the
200-ft decision height acceptable. The pilots liked the 6° glide slope and
had no Lrouble decelerating to a hover from the 200-fc decision height.
Airspace limitations at Lhe landing site evaluated during this simulation
roquirod the transition from RNAV to MLS navigation to take place very close
to the helipad (2 nm). Altitude restrictions further complicated the approach
profile and resulted in a glide-slope intercept within 0.1 nm of ITS localizer
capture (.Fig. 11). Seven pilots considered the transition from RNAV to ITS
satisfactory; one pilot suggested that the transition should be farther away
from the helipad Lo allow more time for localizes capture prior to glide-
slope intercept. Three pilots indicated that there was insufficient time to
establish localizer tracking prior to glide-slope intercept, and they recom-
mended a minimum distance of 0.5 to 1 nm between localizer capture and glide-
slope intercept. The other five pilots considered the distance between loc:al-
Wor capture and glide-slope intercept to be satisfactory, even though most of
the pilots experienced an almost simultaneous localizer and glide-slope capture
when they turned onto final approach too early and intercepted MLS closer in.
1.4
RNAV	 MLS FINAL	 MISSED
SEGMENT
	 APPROACH	 APPROACH
Figure 10.- Effeat of advanced display do pilot workload.
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Figure ll.- Helicopter route and CTOL runway configuration.
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The pilotswho considered the InLercept< d Ntance to be satisfactory indicaLvd
that, with training and advanced preparation, tho maneuver could be satisfac-
Lorily accomplished.
The missed-approaeli procedure wan a soerr , e of some diffivul.ty for the
pl LUL8 bMIuse of the air.spacc rind holipad-si ► t, limitations in the terminal,
area simulated. The helipad was located in close proximity Lo an active run-
way (31R) . Fur0crmore, the final-approach course of ttte heLlc:opter war,
ell recLeet toward ►..ha active runway (fig;. 11) . Thus, the approach g oometry for
the helicopter during a missed approach rcqcelred an immediate climbing; left
turn to avoid overflying the active runway. The proximity of fixed-wing
-route
structures in the immediate missed approach area further required that the
climb during Lho missed approach be arrested at 500 fL. Although these missed
approach procedures were successfully conducted by all oxc,epL one of the
pilots, the proi, edures presented problems for some of them.;came pilots
te=nded to initiate their climb while continuing; stralg,h l. ahead and then roll
lel't to avoid the active runway. One pilot slated that It was diff.lculL for
grim to oxvcuLe an immediate climbing left turn at missed approach because "'it
want against most of his basics training'"; the one unsuccessful missed approach
procedure resulted in in overflight of the active runway as a result of a
sLr:•aighL-alivtd climb before the Pilot cXC•ccrted the turn. Several, 1)[IoLs Com-
mented on the low altitude of the missed approach procedure; they found it
difficult to arrest their climb at 500 ft and would have preferred to continue
the climb to a higher altitude. The pilots indicated a willingness to conduct
this maneuver, however, if it improve.; roLorcraft instrument approaches in
high density terminal environments.
Trackin g Performance
L, Meral Composite plots of individual approaches for the four display
configurations evaluated are shown in figures l2(a) through 12(d). ( It should
be noted that only the intrail-spacing, triode i:. shown for the active CDTT.)
The dotted lines on either side of the referenoo fli.ghtpath rvpre.sent the
full-scale course-dcvi.ration- indicator (CDT) limits. The constant width of the
CD1 limits along the RNAV portion of the iipproacil corresponds to than constant
lateral course.? width (:!:2000 ft) provided by the CDI during the RNAV approach
so ment. The angular clotted fan emanating; from between the runways in the
terminal area corresponds to the angular MISS course width (i5.0°) provided by
the CDl during the MILS final approach. Thus, relative tracking performance
can be obtained graphically by comparing the composite tracking; data with the
full-scale display limits, as shown by the dotted lines for both the RNAV ;end
final.-approach segments. As can be seen from the composite plots, the lateral
tracking performance is universally good, independent of display configur.a-
txon. It should be noted that the data do not include navigation error and,
therefore, the plots do not represent airspace requirements. Statistical
data were computed from the lateral crosstrack errors at the COP and COP 2
waypoints, the IX47 intermediate 6-nm fix, the AILS localizer Intercept, and
at decision height. The mean and two-sigma standard-deviation lateral.-
performance windows are summarized in table 2 for the four display modes
tested. The two-sigma lateral-performance windows are well within the CD1
display limits for all four display configurations.
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"C l$Lli	 I.A'I'ERAI.APPROACH WINDOWS AT WAYPOINT.q
AND DECISION ItU HT
WAYPOINT	 NU M	 E CDTAP	 MAPY	 PASSIVI ACTIVRr`CDT[
MEAN LATERAL, CROSSTRACK ERROR 1ft)
-- ,, __
COP	 200	 ^^	 67	 =10
I x47
	
«26	 22	 -37	 -114
COP2	 104	 177	 161	 -10
MLS INTERCEPT	 177	 201	 630	 104
DECISION HEIGHT	 14	 7	 G	 23
TWO SIGMA STANDARD DEVIATION ('ft)
.^.^ . ;
COP	 043	 703	 469	 710
1 x47
	
291	 177	 274	 250
COP2	 442	 441	 206	 404
MLS INTERCEPT	 600	 521	 660	 700
DECISION HEIGHT 	 100	 116	 03	 127
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Vortit'.11 t • ompO ,,ite plotaa of Individual approaviten for tho four dltiplay
ottntlgurations "V.rltlatCd are tahownl in fiTurt­, l)(a) through 13(d). (IL should
be noted that 0111 the intrall-sp3sAng, mode 18 811c1Wn for the aetive CD't'i,)
` ht- dotted lines teat p ith r side of the reforetioe fl,ig,'1tpatla ropresent -he
10P-seale ve. ti(^..il-dev it:ioti- n(llcitt)i (VDI) li.miLs. 	 Che 0onstant wi l tr of
L110 VDI limits along the RNAV portion of Ow appr oatth corresponds to L to ful.l-
scalo vorLit,.al ditipli1y litttit,t ( , 500 ft) provided by tits.. VIII during tilt' RNAV
approaell segntont. The angul'lr dotted fan 011:anILW1; from the referonoO Lota011-
down point corresponds to rho angular WAS wnit• al t'ourst* widtit ( , 2,()' pro-
vided by thc, VIII during the RLS final approach. `1'hus ) relative Lr ak ki ig, por-
formatice vart be obtained g;r 1phteally for the MUS final-approach data l)
c•omparint, the composite tracking, data with 010 full-sealo display liltti s, as
shown by the dottVcl lines for the RL:I final apporach. The vv-r°tical-tur.iekitig—
per• formanco data for the RNAV approat'I1 sel"Illont faro not t'trsily c'valuatV 1, how-
ow l" as piloUl Wert, g 1ven tilt' option of c'iLllc r following tho Vlrl g;uld root'
betwooll w,aypoints or deneonding directly Lo Lhe next waypoint re.forc'nk — alti-
tude. In any ea.ae, the RNAV tracking; workload wats coos li dored Lo bo ro g ativOly
light, and rho RNAV VDI vortleal.-displacoment limit.;wero st1f! iefently Wide
Lla.ct vertical Lracking, performanec Would e,193fly fall Within the limits of rile
d'itiplay 80,118itiviLV,
As Wilts tilt' t'atlo tOr the iator4l traeking, d atta, the final-approac'h per-
formance appears Lo 1W universally good, independ kill L of Lilo display configttra-
Llon, (St .e figs. 13(,a) through 13(d).) Statistical data were eoutputtoJ from
the vertical deviation errors at the C'01' and GOO 2 waypt+iuLs, tit(- U47 inLer-
mediaLe 6-nnl fix, the MLS localrizor intereopL, and ;%L det-i.;ion height. The
mean and two-oig,ma 6wndard-dt vlaLiOu vent; ltal-performanoo Windows art, sum-
marized in Lable 3 rot' Ow .four di:tpliay modes tot;tetl,
The two -sigma VorL iral-porforntanct, windows aro welt wi t.10 n the display
limit.8 provided by tho VI)I for all sour di.sploy confil,ur;ations.
A'I'G I'I:t)C "I'DURE'S
ltardlinglloli^qlj2 er= 'lr.^iiic In ^ldtiitic^n to ConvonLion,al Traffic.a. 	 n A .	 ^ _._ ^ 	 _ 	 .^ 
observations and Controller Evaluations
Quali LaLivo data were ob t4ainod from Corl trca l l c'a°-Wr i L t en evaluations and
by obsOrvi.ng, tllc, ctlaltrclllOr tact ivity during the cottrso of the experiment.
Copfos of Litt, posLrtln and postexperimont questionnaires are given in appen-
dixes t) and C.
Itrtl rates of arr.i.val. were IIIVOsLigaLed for both helicopLor and GTOL
tra.ff ic. The C:'.CM rtaLes were :30 and :35 a/c/hr. It should be noted that this
rate refers to the arrival rate at tilt , four CTOL seeder nixes combined, and
i.L is not necessarily the touchdown rate. Controllers considered the MOT,
,arrival r<aLe of 35 a/c/hr to be less desirable than the arrival rate of
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TABLE 3,° Viii` ICAt. APPROACH WiNVOWS Xr WAYPOINT.11
AND DECTS)ION tt[ .'11 s
WAYPOINT	 N0 rn1AP MAP 01$^ASS{VC CpTi ACTIVE COTi
MOAN VEnTICAI Iv11)1O11 fit)
COP 40 14	
22
06
Ix47 4i3 17	 74 1
MLS INTERCEPT 14 13	 13 14
DECISION HEIGHT
_ 1 13	 6 >1
TWO $10MA STANDARD DOVIATION$ (40
COP 260 -140 -111	 - 104
I x47 of 120
	 110 103
COP2 Go 70	 93 77
MLS INTERCEPT 97 97	 123 06
DECISION HIAGHT 36 33
,
	 A6 32
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30 NOW; their evaluatl= were based on safety, e"pvditiounavNN, orderll-
ness, total workload,	 frustration, and the=
categories of manual, VISUal, =Lai, and verbal. Thus, with respect to the
CTOL arrivals, the difficulty of handling traifiv waN proportional to the
traffic density. In going from the CTOL arrival raLP Of 30 to 35 a/e/hr, the
controllers were reqqired to give'
	 full apt of vector clearaneos to five
additional aircratt. Also, 30 a/c/hr represented a moderate traffic flow,
whereas 35 a/e/hr wan as heavy arrival rate for the uvenarlo chosen and the
number of uontrollerN available, `They
	levels of helicopter traffic were
8 Vheloptershr and 15 holieopters/hr. However, except for otresefulnoos
(the 0 helicopter/hr rate was rated more weasful), the two helicopter
arrival rates were raLVd the Me, Both rates (8 and 15 hel.WpLershr) are
in thou 	 to moderate range and, therefore, even at the higher rate it Was
not necessary tor the controllora to perform a spacing function, since heli-
vopterm were nominally spaced upon arrival and the arrival rates did not
require as fine tuning, The primary reason that the additional helicopter
traffi • did not overload the controller Was that each helicopter was on an
RNAV and tit X approach and, therefore, vectoring was gene rally not required.
Irait	 Interesting to note Lhat t in an earlier hVINOPLer 1FR ntudy (ref. 11)
nut utilizing RNAV and MLS f the conclusion was that, 
at 
arrival raws of
2 to 4 helicopters/hr, the same controller could handle helicopter and fixed-
wing traffic, but at arrival rates of 5 to 15 helicopters/hr, use of separate
controller positiono was recommended. 
In 
this RNAV-1MLS experiment, the con-
LrO110V MOMY cleared the airvraft for an ITS 6 0 glide-slope approach via the
COP route, Additfonal clearances were the exception, not the rule.
Thus, the controllers felt that they could handle the helicopter traffic
in addition to the co"VentiOHM tralfte at either helicopter arrival rate "-
at; long, an tit) speNal problems developed. One type of problem occurred when
a CTOL OX0VULOd a HOBUOd approach: It left alone, and 
if 
Lhere Was helicopter
traffic flying along the COP route, inadequate spacing resulted. Generally,
the controllera did not disturb the helicopter traffic in Such SWUM=
Instead, the tiiis8vd-approacb aircraft was assigned a higher (conflict-free)
altitude and/or was directed around the helicopter traffic,
The exact divisi3O4 of controller responsibilities was as follows: the
approach COnLroller was responsible for all helicopter traffic from feeder-fix
departure LO touchdown, and he was Iso respookblv for No missed-approach
CTOL aircraft, The eonLrollers telt, that it would be easier for Win one
controller to coordinate any problems due to as GTOL missed approach. However,
the Completion Of the Study, controllers' opinions were divided with
respect to how the helkopLer traffic should he handled in actual terminal-
area operations. Ono controller felt that the final controller for the CTOI,
traffic would also have to control helicopter approaches to the pad Wause
of proximity of the pad and the runway. Another controller felt that a
i lt should be noted that, all roans discussed in this context had both
helicopter and fixed-wing traffic. Thus during operations 
at 
30 a/c/hr and
35 a/c/tar there was also 8 helicopter/hr traffic, Similarly, during the
A helicopter/hr and 15 helicopter/hr operations Were was also 35 a/c/hr
fixed-wing traffic.
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separate helicopter-control position would be established In real-world opera-
tions and that coordination between helicopter and CTOL positions would not
be a problem. Obviously there are still, questions relating to the controller
procedures that ne^cd to be resolved, even though the controllers in this study
felt that they w re able to handle the helicopter traffic in addition to the
CTOL.
System Operation and Airspace Usa gv
Table 4 dhows a comparison of the operations at the two CTOL arrival
rates of 30 and 35 a/c/hr, It provides the average time in the system of an
aircraft as a f,taction of the CTOL arrival route and the total number of
clearances issued. The time ^.n the system for a given aircraft is the time
from feeder-fix deparwre uati:l, touchdown. As can be seen, for the Ellis
route the average times for both arrival rates were about the same. However,
for the other three routes, the extra time in the system caused by the heavy
arrival rate averaged from 31 to 1,03 sec. This extra time in the system
translates into extra fuel used. 'There is also extra controller workload, as
can be seed in table 4. The total number of clearances issued by the con-
troller in the 70-min data run is given, averaged as a function of the two
arrival rates. There is a 1,5% increase in workload for the heavy arrival
rate, as measured by the following controller clearances: heading, speed,
altitude, and cleared for approach.
In order to investigate the extent: to which the helicopter traffic inter-
feres with the conventional routes, a series of composite plots of airspace:
usage were drawn. They are shown in figures 14(a) through 14(c). Figure 14(a)
Is a composite plot for all runs for which the CTOL arrival mate was 30 a/c/hr
and the helicopter arrival rate was d helicopters/hr, It was obtained as
follows: For each aircraft, an x-y plot was drawn. The individual x-y plot
shows the trajectory that the CTOL aircraft followed from feeder-fix entry
until touchdown on the runway. (It should be noted that missed approaches
have been excluded from these plots. As mentioned when discussing controller
comments, the point at which interference might have occurred without con-
troller intervention was when a CTOL executed a. missed approach and had to
cross the COP route. This interference was easily avoided by the controller.)
Figure 14(a) represents the envelope of all the individual x-y plots for this
CTOL arrival rate. Hence, the enclosed area is the total airspace required
for all the CTOL aircraft from feeder-fix entry to touchdown. Also shown on
this composite plot is the airspace used for the helicopter route, COP. As
can be seen, for the helicopter traffic there is minimal deviation from the
RNAV and MLS routes.. There is a region where CTOL and helicopter horizontal
paths overlap, but in this case there is a vertical separation of at least
3000 ft between the helicopter and the CTOL aircraft paths. Thus, Lhe nominal,
helicopter route is independent and noninterferi.ng with the airspace required
by the CTOL traffic for the 30 a/c/hr arrival rate. Two additional. composites
`	 are shown in figures 14(b) and 14(c); figure 14(b) shows a composite for a
CTOL arrival rate of 35 a/c/hr and a helicopter arrival rate of 8 helicop-
ters/hr, and figure 14(c) shows a composite fora CTOL arrival rate of
35 a/c/hr and a helicopter arrival rate of 15 helicopters/hr. The results
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TABLE 4.- COMPARISON Or XrC OPERATIONS AT 30 AND 35 A/C / IIR
CTOL AV. TIME IN SYSTEM / A/C, sec TOTAL. NO, CLEARANCES/RUNARRIVAL
RATE, CLEARED
A/C/hr ELLIS	 ROBBINSVILLE SATES MICKE HEADING	 SPEED ALTITUDE FOR
APPROACH
30 1033	 1087 708	 881 126	 108 78 35
36 1030	 1100 742	 722 142	 124 88 44
DIFFERENCE -3	 103 34	 31 17	 10 8 8
ELLIS
MICKE
HELICOPTER REGION
NOTE: CTOL AND
	
	 \"`^"`"CTOL
HELICOPTER REGION
	 REGION
ARE ALTITUDE	 {
SEPARATED^^\
ROBBINSVILLE
SATES
(a) Airspace used for 30 a/c/hr CTOL arrival race (8 helicopters/hr).
Figure 14.-- Airspace-usage plots.
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HELICOPTER REGION CTOL
ARE ALTITUDE REGION
SEPARATED ^,	 \\\\\\\^
ROBBINSVILLE
SATES
(b) Airspace used for 35 a/e/hr CTOL arrival. rate (8 helicopters/hr).
Figure 14.- Continued.
ELLIS
MICKE
HELICOPTER REGION
NOTE: CTOL AND
HELICOPTER REGION 	 CTOL
ARE ALTITUDE
	 REGION
SEPARATED	 \\\^^
ROBBINSVILLE
SATES
(c) Airspace used for 35 a/c/hr CTOL arrival rate (15 helicopters/hr).
Figure 14- Concluded.
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are the mime as foi the 30 a/c/hr case discussed previously; namely, there
no inLert'erenc a of the helicopter path in Lhe CTOL airspace.
A comparison of Lhe composite regions reveals another interesting fa(
as showa in Figure 15 by the superposition of the three compo ►4ite regions
IL is clear that the regions are quite similar regardless of arrival rate.,
Thus, even though the higher arrival rates represented additional airoraft
for the controllers to handle, they did not result in a widening of the ad
space required. ConLrollers were able to process these aircraft, and LieJ
comments indicated that, even though they felt the pressures of the extra
Lraffic, the extra traffic dial not result in a need to stretch the aircral
paths or intrude into the helicopter airspace.
Reducia) Minimum S eparation for Helicopters
As n►et ► tioned earlier, another objective of the study was to investigaLe
higher traffic rates, merging situations, and lower minimum separations for
the helicopter traffic; however, it was not possible for the controllers to
cope with these Situations and still handle a fall complement of CTOL Lraffic.
Hance, a dual-helleopter route structure, shown in figure 5, was set u{), The
combined arrival rate at the feeder fixes was 35 helicopters/hr, randomly
di;;tribr►Lcd equally between the two fixes. Two minimum separation distances
were used, the standard 3 pm and a reduced separation of 1.5 nn ► . No CTOL
traffics was considered.
Tile controllers rated the 1.5-nm traffic spacing consistently lass
desirable in all categories: safety, expeditiousness, orderliness, total
workload, stressfulness, frustration, and manual., visual., mental, and verbal
workload. Basically, iL was a more difficult: task to control the greater
number of helicopters that resulLed from the 1.5-nm separation. The most
difficult aspect of Lhe spacing control seems to be the process of properly
spacing the helicopter intrail so as to achieve the minimum spacing on final
approach. At the completion of these test runs, the controllers were still
not comfortable WILli the 1.5-nm separation. Their evaluations indicated that,
with appropriate training, a 2-nn ► minimum spacing would probably be acceptable.
Five of the evaluation pilots felt that they could Handle a reduced sep-
araLion distance when flying at 60 knots on a V glide-slope approach. (See
fig. 16.) Based oil responses to a question concerning recommended spacings
behind specific helicopters, the recommended minimum spacings ranged from
1 to 2 am. Two pilots felt that there were too many variables and unknowns
(e.g., wake turbulence) to make any recommendations. The remaining pilot
recommended a minimum 3-run separation when behind light to medium helicopters
and a 4-rim separation when behind heavy helicopters.
A comparison of operations with 1.5-nm and 3-nm spacing is given In
table 5. In the table are compared the average time in the system along the
COP and LEE routes (the time from feeder-fix departure until touchdown), the
halt time (the total time par run in minutes and seconds that the arrival
flow had to be delayed before departing from the feeder fix), and the total
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ROBB
AIRSPACE USED
------ • CTOL30 A/C /HR HELICil^  A/C /HR
------ • CTOL 35 A/C / HR HELIC 8 A/C / HR
-----•-- • CTOL 35 A/C / HR HELIC 15 A/C / HR
ELLIS
MICKEr
SATES
• FEEDER FIX
Figure 15.- Composite of airspace used.
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Figure 16.- ClosusL acceptablo spacing.
TABLE 5.- DUAL HELICOPTER ROUTES
DISTANCE AVERAGE TOTAL TOTAL NO,
SEPARATION TIME IN SYSTEM HALT TIME CLEARANCES/RUN
Kim) (111111mc) (mm.soc) (SPD, ALT, HDG, CLA)
COP ] LEE
1 ' 5 12:17	 11:54 7:23 127
3 13:68	 12:28 22:41 105
DIFFERENCE 1:41 	 34 16:18 22
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number of ATC-transmitted alearanees per run 	 heading, speed, altitude,
and cleared for approach). At the given Arrival rate of 35 helicopters/hr,
there were more feeder-fix arrivals than tile. controllers could handle. The
controllers were instructed to Halt the arriving helicopters at the feed-.
fix rather than to handle the extra aircraft by various path-..tretching
maneuvers. The results in table 5 indicate that a significant benefit is
gained when the 1.5-nut minimum separation is used under these test conditions.
First, the average times in the system along either the COP or the LEE route
Indicate less delay within Llie system when the separation was lower. (It
should be noted that these delays occurred after feeder-fix departure rather
than at the feeder fixes because the treed to halt traffic was recognized only
after there had been some tral'i is buildup. 'The unfit rollers' ability to
anticipate this buildup did Improve as the experiment progressed.) Another
benefit: gained by using the 1.5-nm minimum separation was that, at the 3-nnh
separation, the arrival-traffic flow had to be ; topped for 22.68 minutes in
a 70-minute run, 15.3 minutes more than when the minimum separation was 1.5 nm.
The system delays and feeder-fix delays result in a much lal:ger :fuel usage for
the 3-nm case. However, the controller workload is increased in the 1.5-nm
case, as evidenced by the total, number of clearances/run in table 5 and by the
controller evaluations diseussed earlier. Hence, there are distinct .fuel
advantages to lowering the mitlltttum separation, but at the same time it leads
to additional. workload. However, as indicated previously, the controllers
felt that, for a 2 -11111 minimum separation, the extra workload could be accom-
plished without compromising ssafety. Thus, since it Appears that safety is
not compromised and that delays can be decreased lender heavy traffic condi-
tions, a lower minimum-separation distance for helicopters should be
considered.
UTILITY OF CDTI
In order to get initial data for future studies, some runs were made to
;investigate various active CDTI maneuvers. Finding a useful active CDTI role
that enhances safety is an open question. Such a role, if ,found, must show
increased safety compared with a nonactive role. As previously mentioned,
three active CDTI maneuvers were considered; intrail spacing, merging, and
rout-e crossing. Since the number of runs was limited, no definitive conclu-
sions are drawn. however, pilot and controller comments were considered, and
some quantitative data are presented.
As previously noted, three aircraft would be displayed on the CDTI if
they were within a horizontal distance of 10 nm and a vertical distance of
2000 ft. Six pilots recommended that "no change" be made to the three-aircraft
advisory limit or to the dimensions of the advisory airspace. Two pilots indi-
cated that they would like to see more than three aircraft, and one pilot indi-
cated that lie would like to see "as many as required" to protect the "safe""
advisory area, which lie recommended to be " 5-nm range and 200-ft altitude."
Anotlier pilot recommended changing the vertical advisory altitude to "within
500 ft," as opposed to the 1500-ft test condition.
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Five pilots indicated tha t
 they ,found th e CDTI display format "easy to
read, and useful for tr affic` separation." one of these pilots commented that
the display became "difficult to read, but useful for traffics separation"
when it was superimpo sed
 on waypoint information. Two other pilots rated the
display as "diftivult to read, but useful for tra ffic separation," while tho
remaining pilot rated it as "difficult to read, and not useful for traffic
separation." The latter pilot: did indicate, however, that "with more use, it
could have bean more affective."
four pilots indiCaNd Oat, they would like to see trend vectors for the
advisory aircraft. One pilot commented on the Josfrability of adding a
proximity-warning, device that monitors the closvro rate of other aircraft and
provides advance warning, for potential midair-collision situations. Another
pilot suggested the use of "degree of threat symbols" for the aircraft
advisories.
In general, the evaluation-pilot comments indicated acceptance of the
CDTI in bath the active and the passive modes. Onc e
 pilot; commented that the
CDTI would also be vary useful. during; Visual Ylight Rules (VFR) procedures
because it provided a ► clear Indication of the proximity of adjacent aircraft.
Several pilots indicated that the display would be a great asset in collision-
avoidance advisories. On two differeaaC occasions, pilots conducting ODTI
approaches In the passive mode noticed that potentially dangerous cloning sit-
uations were developing and contacted the ATC; controller for assistance.
Pilot: co ►mneAs regarding they CDTI. display format used in this experiment
ware very favorable. The display provided the pilots with a clear indication
of their position during; the approach and the relative positions of aad jacem
aircraft. The display did aappvar cluttered, however, when the aircraft sym-
bols overwroW the navigation or terrain symbols; (i.e., RNAV waypoints,
terminal-area information, etc .). Masking, or a ''moving; shadow," which moves
with We aircraft symbols to temporarily block out the display areas being
overwritten, would eliminate WIN problem. Varying We display intensity
and/or using, color displays might also heap reduce the magnitude of this
problem.
For theca passive GOTI mode, controllers did not notice any difference in
pilot behavior as compared with pilot behavior during, runs without CDTI,
except for queries to verify the position of nearby ai-craft.
In the active mode, when they pilots assumed some responsibility for sep-
aaraatiop normally performed by the controllers, the controllers were mixod in
thoiv reactions to the use of CDTI. One controller felt tlaa► t CDTI was advan-
tageous in maintaining separation. Another .felt just the opposite; namely,
that CDTI would result in an increased workload and a more difficult: job
because of "second-guessing" by the pilots. The controllers closely observed
the simulated helicopters on their screens. They rated the ,pilots performing.
the active CDTI roles as follows: Intrail spacing — good; merging; — fair to
good; and route crossing — fair to good.
The active CDTI maneuvers were conducted on or near the COP route. For
the intrail-following maneuver, first a lead helicopter was established on
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Lhe COP route. Soon after the piloted helicopter simulator departed from Ll
feeder fix, the controller contacted the pilot to verify that he had they lei
airerafL in sight. The pl tot was then eleaired LO follow the lead aircraft,
and Lo mkafaatain the appropriate scporaLlon dlstaneV, it was the rosponsibli--
iLy of the controller to nandle the aaireraaft that tol lowed. figure 17 shows
Lhe helicopter r;Imul ►ator cau the COP routes with .a lead ,alrvraft denoted 1.1 and
a following, aircraft Quoted hl. Also shown are two t ypical plots; of the
separation distance asas as function of time. The upper plot in the Separation
diSLaaneo hot,We+en the helicopter simulator and aircraft 1,1. It should be
►noted that the distanee pJoLted is the horizontal Bop.aroion distance between
holieopters rather~ than the distance along the route. The pleat, shows that
When the holivoptor simulator departed from the feeder IN it was about 5 nm
from aircraft LI, and the pilot gradually decreased this disLaneV to a 1lttle
lens than I Mn by the time the lead aircraft landed. The* lower plot Is the
separation d0taanre between aircraft V1 and Lhe helicopter simulator. (` fi t is
plotted for negative values In order to avoid overlap with the upper curve.)
The JaM al separation warn about 6 nm when F1 departed from the feeder fix,
and the controller Wreased this dIstanee to I um by the time the helicopter
simulator reached the landing pad. 'flair; procedure was followod eleven times
In the simulation, and the average minimum separation distance between the
OlieOpier simulator and the lead :alivraai`t waan 2.86 nm. The minimum separaa-
t1on dirainanee ranged from 2,41 nm to 3.03 nm. lc should be Wed ON they
only indicaaLor of separation distanoos was visual Obscrv.atiOn Of helieopLor
po8itions diaplaayed on the= 01?`i'l.
The second maneuver accomplished casing the CDTI was the merge. Figure 18
Shows the holieopt,vr simulator flying, along the missed-aapproavh route with two
aircraft, flying Kong; the COP route. These helicopters are denoted A for the
lead aalreraft and F2 for the following; aircraft. lifter a controller clearance,
it, war; Lhe helicopter pilot's responsibt`ity to mergo back onto the COP route
behind ailoraft Q. The figure shows Lhe Separ.ation distances as functions
of tame for the helicopter simulator and l.2 and F2. The separation distance
between the helivoger simulator and i.2 reaches a minimum of 2.20 nm, which
is indeed typical of the average of 2.26 nm for thirteen such runs. This
separaLion distance is lower than the desired minimum separation of 3 nm.
t'aaK of the= reason for the rousistemly lower separaaLion distance is thaaL
merging; is a more difficult maanouver Lo perform than intrail. spacing,. 1L is
obviously a demanding, task to judge what the final separation disLaanoo will
be after as curved flightpath is flown. It probably would be helpful. to Me
piloL to provide some kind of range markings on the CDTt so that he might
better gage his separation distance. Obviously, addiLional studios are
required under various geometries, relative speeds, CDT1 data displays, etc.,
before definitive conclusions can be drawn.
The final maneuver performed was a route-crossing; maneuver. The holi--
copLer sWUHLOr was direcLed off the COP route and the pilot was Instructed
to cross the COI F route between two aircraft flying along; the route. Typical
nco ►a►c try is slaocna in figure 19. The data colleac sod on this maneuver are
imited because it was run only five Limas. It seamed to be difficult for
he pilots to anticipate the crossing- maneuver requirement. Generally, they
:andled the maneuver as shown in the figure; namely, they essontially merged
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with the tatP route uo that t,hoy wet y appropriatol y spaet,l behind the lead
aircraft, and then made a right tearaa o& the route, Invre veeaton ts could prob-
ably be made byby slinhtly invre.a8ing the y opae ing botwoon the two intr.ail air-
cr=aft:., by providing comput e=r nnaiotn, or by prov id ing for additional pilot
practic e.
The pilots So ove€rratully roMpleLed all the t PTI pant ivo-mo .fce
 procedures;
howeVCe r, the required separation was not maintained AM, every .1ppro"ollr
Th e laavk Of a.t radial-range ne e .ale emaanating, from the oyttbol, which reprvacaatced
the posi tion of thce hei vopte er, was as oontribating favtor in the reduced-
separation problem, Another vonta ibuting is otoi was the mult=iple rareal y fac-
tors used for uh,. displa y . i'hee i NAV route? Noaalo o f the olectionir area-map
display was 1 inch w 2 nm; howevel, wince thin atale elld not permit dce t rilced
information of thce terminal arteaa, the scale was automatically changed of the
lratce rt^lceciictuc^ .ael,tticnr waYireaint intMeOpt to 1 it 0 0 1 nN. lv.ei.utt M Pilots
occasionally overlooked the change eel uvale during ne>vot,tl CDTI active
approaches, and this uvoroi8ht cal.eao contributed to th e a vduced-aeparatlon
problem. The radial-range scale sugg ested previously would atl go help this
taLtuation because thet  ranges Indicator would be eheangeeal to be consistent with
the Seale of Lhce area-map Airplay. The velocity Infor°motion e eanoee rning the*
CDTI traftic was used very olieetivice ly by thee ov.aluaatton pilots. When as load
aircraft reduced its speed, the evaluation pilots Mud No change on the
display and reduced the bpee Yd of the hc e ,licopter , inultator to maintain "eparab
t ion. Iaa genera l, the p1 l o t o maintained the= requ ired ta. paarat t o ►n very well
during; moot of the approaches,
The active CDTI toots dcmonstrated a reasonable seat of pr000durc es that
might be accompl inhod by the pilot using the CDTI, At no time was there any
ambiguity with Toopeec.0 to thhe pilots' and controllers' t.errl^e^ta^aibilitic^rl.
Furthermore, it Was always Vear to tho hellcoptcr pilot which hollcoptor ► a
on his GDTI weree Involved In the maneuver, The intrail- apaciu, maneuver was
pvrformod most accurately. The merging maane uvor was moio diet lCult; the
pilot performance would improve if rang e tsep teat ioa wore quantitatively Air-
played. The crossing maneuver war difficult wbern spacing between thce beal.l-
copteras wasnear it nm	 It t r aft is c^eondi t ion`= permit, it it pr oferaabl.e to
delay and worse the route as tear truth hce lteopteres Lave passed. Obviously, as
more e complete se er los of toots tor each of the qv m;aueuvet,8 in necessary. In
addition, Whether or not reentrollers can efle°.'tzivcl; manage the situatlou
wheat many helicopters aro taimultane'ously pertorming avtiva CDTI lllaoeuve!rs
remainsi  t o be seeva.
C;t?Nt;1,US10NS
Pilots gave satisfactory ratings to the holicoptor approaches. They
preferred Lhe inereaaSe1d display capability cal the Mi"Ia, dospin some increase
in workload necessary to monitorf r the display.
Because all helicopters wore RNAV and 11,115 equipped and consequently
followed the assigned router closely, the controllers could handle moderate
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helicopter traffic (15 helicoptorr ► /hr) In addition to their fixed-wing traffic
load Without slit t is Ul tv.
Precise RNAV approaches for helivopt.ern in ununN airspace provide the
mvinv for operating fixed-wine, and helicopter traffic In an elfivient, non-
intelAeting Manner at Pajor terminal aroaN.
Pilots and controllers recommended a reduced minimum separation for beli-
vopter operation ►► , althunl;h it wan noted (hat Plouvv spicing invreasen con-
troller workload, finder Wurated conditions, delays vin be reduc=ed vonsid-
eiably by reducing the Separation minima,
Finally, the initial oxaminatioa of CDTI with bath pilots and oontrollers
partivipaLing Indicated good p0riOrr ►►ancy c#
 for intraii-r ►paoing and morging
maneuvers. The study also revealed thV COMplc*xity at the problem of releasing
eontrot of Home* alreral t while retaining; IL for ot.hern, within the dame air-
space, With the l lmited data taken, nomo trends are aisoernible, but del int-
t'ive vont?lonionn cannot be drawn. In view of the apparent potential of CDTI,
further experiments on AS concept are highly recommended.
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.JOINT NASA/1'AA JJt;i=ICOPTJ R ATC SIMt,JLIVION
Briefing and Training
APPYNDIX A
PIC:tI`I`, OUV`i'11C)',vtOArIRE.
PILOT gVI&S°TIONNAIRE
1, The briefing you received on to6t procedureo was:
.___ Adequate,	
-­­
 
Not Adequate,
If not adequaLv, indicate= the area which wan not c°lean'.
:. Thu training you received on the caimulator prior to actual d" ta CAW-
Lion Lost runs waas
duff is ielat 1	 Not S+1ffi„ntt'=
If no t sufflcivnt, Indic°atv additional training you would have required.
t,uidance Di€aplay Ieaar:itiviticS
Pilot workload and tracking precision are closely related to the Course
Deviation indicator (CDI) and Vertical DWation- Wdicator (VDT) Display
Sonsitivitiog . A high display nensitlVity induces high pilot; workload at;
swill deviations about the reference fliihtpath results in relatively large
needle deflections of the CDI/VDI guidance indimors. A reduvLion in the
display SonSiti,vity will result in as eor.rosponding reduction In pilot work-
load; however, airspace requirements increase as the Ions sensitive di _layl ay
permits greater devin :ions about the desired flighLpath. Display sonsiLivi--
ties which provide minimum airspace requirements consistent with reasonable
pilot workload are considered optimum.
3. Rate the suitability Of the CDI and VDI sensitivities used during the
simula t,ion Lost s by filling out t4b3 es I and II below. Use the SUILa bil-
ity Rating Scale and the Sensitivity Recommendation Scale showa below
for your nume'ric'al Ming.
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Table I. GDI Sene
Sul  tabil
RatinE
RNAV Segments
Localivwr Intercept
Localirer Tracking
Table II. VDI Sen_.__T,^
Suitability
	 Sensitivity
Rating
	 Recommendation
RNAV Segments
Glide Slope Intercept.'
Glide Slope 'Tracking_	 m
SuiLability Rating Scale
1. Acceptable, and relatively easy to fly.
2. Acceptable, with reasonable effort.
3. Acceptable, but r.ildly difficult.
4. Marginally acceptable, and very difficult.
a. Unacceptable, almost impossible to fly.
Sensitivity Recommendation Scale
1. Increase sensitivity. (provide tighter tracking)
2. Slightly increase sensitivity.
3. No change in sensitivity.
4. Slightly decrease sensitivity,
5. Decrease sensitivity. (provide coarser tracking)
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4. Any other comments on CDT sensitivity?
5. Any other comments on VDI sensitivity?
CRT Display o^  RNAV Routes
6. During the RNAV flight phase, the RNAV display had the following effect
on pilot workload and tracking precision.
i^
Pilot Workload
	
Tracking Precision
Reduced pilot workload.	 Improved tracking precision.
.^^x. No effect. 	 No effect.
Increased pilot workload. 	 Decreased tracking precision.
7. During the MLS final approach flight phase, the RNAV display had the
following effect on pilot workload and tracking precision.
Pilot Workload	 Tracking Precision
_ y Reduced pilot workload. 	 Improved tracking precision.
No effect.	 No effect.
Increased pilot: workload.	 _ Decreased tracking precision.
8. During the missed approach phase, the RNAV display had the following
effect on pilot workload and tracking precision.
Pilot Workload
	
Tracking Precision
Reduced pilot workload. 	 Improved tracking precision.
No effect.	 No effect.
Increased pilot workload, 	 Decreased tracking precision.
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9. The RNAV display format was!
Easy to react, and easy to use for guidance,
Easy to react, but di.tficult to us(., for guidance.
Difficult to read, but easy to use for guidance.
g	 Difficult to mead, and difficult to use for guidance,
10. liow would you change the format to improve it?
11, Would you recommend that the weather/mapping radar display in helicopters
be utilized to provide RNAV route displays?
Yes.	 No,
12. Any other comments on the RNAV route display?
CockyitDisplay cog Traffic Information (CDTT)
13. The CDTT advisories wart: limited in the siiaulation to the three nearest
aircraft. Would you recommend:
More advisories; if so, how many?
No change.
Less advisories; if so, how many?
14. The CDTT advisories were given for aircraft traffic which was within
1 40,000 ft (6.6 nm) range and 1,500 ft altitude from your helicopter.
What CDTT traffic advisory range and altitude do you recommend?
nm range.	 -- ft altitude.
Should closure rate also be a criterion? If so, how much?
	 knots
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15. The CDTI display format was;
Easy to read, and useful for traffic separaLton,
Liasy to read, but not useful for traffics separation,
Difficult to read, but useful for Lraffic separation.
Difficult to read, and not useful for traffic separation.
16. What additional information would you like to see displayed In the CDTI
format (for example, "trend Vectors")?
17. Any other comments on the CDTI display?
Pilot Workload
18. Rate the overall pilot workload of each of the following phases of the
test runs.
Low	 Slightly Average} 	 High
Low	 High
A. RNAV Phase
B. MS Approach
C. Missed Approach
19. Would use of a flight director have significantly reduced pilot workload
during any of the following phases?
A. RNAV Phase	 Yes.	 No.
B. MLS Approach	 Yes.	 n No.
C. Missed Approach	 Yes.	 No.
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Flight Profile and Procedures
20. Was the 6 degree glide slope used for the MLS approach in these tests:
_ _ Acceptable.	 a Unace: -ptable.
21. What glide-slope angle do you recommend as the optimum glide-slope ankle
for an I R helicopter approach?
__a_ degrees, single piloted. 	 degrees, dual piloted.
22. Was the 200 ft decision height used for the MLS approach in these tests:
, Acceptable.	 Unacceptable.
23. What do you feel should be the decision Height For a 6 degree 1FR MLS
helicopter approach?
..^_. feet, raw data, single piloted.
T	 feet, raw data, dual piloted.
feet, flight director, single piloted.
feet, flight director, dual piloted.
24. What airspeed did you prefer for the following segments:
_ .. knots, RNAV phase.
tnots, MLS Approach.
. knots, Missed Approach.
25. Did you feel that a deceleration while still IMC was necessary prior to
decision height?
Yes.	 No.
If yes, indicate the altitude at which the deceleration was initiated
and the airspeed decelerated to at decision height:
ft altitude,.	 knots at decision height.
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26. Evaluate the following distances:
A. Between RNAV wcaypoints.
:	 Too Long,	 . Satisfactory.
B. From COP-2 to MLS Intercept:
Too song,	 - Satisfactory.
C. From MLS intercept to touchdown (2 nm).
Too long.	 - -.Satisfactory.
Any other comments on route structure?
Too Short.
Too Short.
Too Short.
27. Was ,here suffi.e4ent distance to establish localizes tracking prior to
glide-slope intercept?
Sufficient.	 Not Sufficient.
If not sufficient, :indicate distance required between localizer and
glide-slope ,intercept.
nm.
26. Were you satisfied with the RNAV to MLS transition used during these
tests?
Satisfactory.	 Needs Improvement.
If needs improvement, explain.
29. You are flying a UH-1H on a 6 degree IFR MLS approach to JFK airport.
What is the closest distance (spacing) you would accept can the approach,
were you to follow:
nm	 Jet Ranger, B0-105, Gazelle,
nm	 UH-1H, Bell 212, Sikorsky S-76.
nm	 Sikorsky CH-53, Boeing-Vertol Chinook.
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30, For these (vatti, the approach ground plane Intercept (GPI) was located
100 feet in front of the landini,; pad. This distancv for deceleration
and flare prior to landing on the pad was.-
So f f iclent.	 Not Sufficient,
it not sufficient, what distance do you feel Is required?
-.—, feet in front Of the landing pad.
Simulation Fidelity,
31, The helicopter SililklIaLiol-I fidelity to the Ill-111 handling qualities was:
Good.
SatiSfaeLory.
Poor.
Not familiar with ICLUll U11-11i han1ling qualities.
32. Miat, if any, were the main SiillulilLlOn fidelltv deficiencies?
33. Evaluate the U11-111 simulation	 cjuak	 fi as they affected Your
performance during	 tests.
-- Became rapidly familiar. Little or no effect on performance.
Took awhile getting used to. First few approaches were diffieulL,
thereafter experience helped to improve performance.
Never really got u.90d to striulator, Entire Set of approaches wilt-,
very difficult due to unfamiliarity With handling qualiLles.
34. XMIlUlte the simulation instrument panel confi uration as 
it 
affected
your performance during the simulation tests.
---. Became rapidly familiar. Little or no effect on performance.
Took awhile getting used to. First few approaches were difficult,
thereafter experience helped to improve performance.
Never really got used to instrument configuration. Entire set or
approaches was very difficult due to ut.familiarity With instrument
panel configuration,
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General Continents
3. Please, comillont can any 'IddiLiollal AspvCL, if the tests YOU Wish-
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JOINT NASA/FAA HELICOPTER ATC SIMULNUON
SUBJ4CT PILOT QUALIFICATIONS
AFFILIATION:
ADDRESS:
CITY:	 STNrE:	 ZIP:
PHONE;
"')TAL FLIGHT HOURS:
TOTAL IFR HOURS:
TOTAL IIELlCOPTER HOURS*
HELICOPTER ACTUAL IFR HOURS:
HELICOPTER HOODED IFR HOURS:
BELL HELICOPTER EXPERIENCE: YES 	 NO
FAA HELICOPTER RATINGS: (Private, Conn, ATP, Inst)
FOR SUCCESSFUL PARTICIPATION AS A SUBJECT PILOT IN THE ATC SIMULATION, I FEEL
MY PREVIOUS PILOT EXPERIENCE 14AS:
More Than Adequate.
Adequate.
Less Than Adequate.
I
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AlYTARA-11
CONTROLLER RUN EVALUATION SHERT
Name:	 Run No.:
Hate:	 Condition:
1. Givelp they numbers which bCSL detierlbo how you feel in relerence t,c, this
run. Comment if you wish in the space provided,
SAFETY	 (low)	 1	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 (high)
Comments:
EXPEDITIOUSNESS	 (low)	 1	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 (high)
Comments:
ORDERLINESS	 (low)	 I
	
5	 6	 7	 (high)
CommeiILS:
TOTAL WORKLOAD
	
(low)	 1	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 (high)
Comments:
STRESSFULNESS	 (1(;W)	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 (high)
Comments:
FRUSTIZAT10N	 (low)	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 (high)
Comments:
2. Estimate vour visual, verbal. menLal, and manual workloads separately for
this run.
MANUAL	 (low)	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 0.14,11)
VISUAI,	 (low)	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 (high)
MENTAL	 (low)	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 (high)
VERBAL	 (low)	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 (high)
3. Compared to the previous runs, this run was:
a, MuCh CaSiCt than average
b. Easier than average
c. About average
d , Harder than average
c. Much harder than average
APPENDIX C
1181ICOPT1 R ATC SIMULATION
POSTEMR.RIMEN`I` CONTROLLER US dNNAIR
In the JFh sconario, the helictol>ter traffic oil
	
COP-2 route was
handled by kilo same c )nLrullers who handled the traffic to runway 3111.
A. Was it diflic'ult to handle the additional traffic on tine helicopter
route:
(1) Under moderate helicopter traffic flow?
(2) Under lac-navy helicopter traffic flow?
(3) When a '311t arrival executed a missed approach?
(4) Because of the slower speeds of the+ holleopter traffic?
Conunent oaa vaela of the above .
13. Should the helicopter traffic- be handled by a separate control posi-
tion? Explain, H this wet°c, done, can you anticipatc} any coordina-
tion problems between the helicopter controller and the existing
control positions aat JFK? Bmplaain.
2. Was the airspace used by tlaf. k lye, ted hel ic-o ter reasonable? How about
during tlae helicopter missed approach.' Was there a noticeable change in
the ability to track the nominal route when the pi;.at entered the RLS
Coverage? Explain
3. Tile Cockpit Display of 'Traffic Information (CDTI) was used only by tlae
piloted helicoptca r (819) to monitor its surrounding traffic,
A. Was there any dffforonc o in the behavior of the 519 taarl;et during
these runs? Explain,
B. Based on observed behavior, if a large peroontage of ehe aircraft
were CIT1'1 equipped, would this be advantageous to the controller?
Explain.
0. Speculate oil the followiaag; Should controllers delegate sonic respon-
sibility for loaagitudinal separation to CDTI-equipped aircraft
through minicloaraances, where the :aircraft does sonic fine tuning of
speed?
h,
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I
1.
r
-- - - - --
G. In some Of the runs in the airport X configuration, the minimum separa-
tion distance requirOMML for helicopters was set at 1.5 aim.
A, What problems were encountered due to Chin reduced separation?
B. Would a separation of 1 ono or 2 nm be acceptable?
C. For lower separation minima, is a larger display magnification
required?
D, Would reduced separation minima be more reasonable to Implement If
the airt-rat t were CDTI equipped?
5. Which control position was easiest to handle — the approach or final?
In each position, what percentage of your time was spent on the
f ollowing:
A. HoniLorinp, aircraft position?
11. Monitoring flight data cable?
C, communications with controller?
I) - Cotmitunic.a tions with oontroller assistatit?
B. Communica ti oils with helicopter pilot?
F. Leisure?
G'. Other? (please specify)
6. Was it difficult to learn LO operate the system? Please comment, What
aspects Of the system were hardest to learn?
7. What modifications should be made to improve the simulation facility:
A. Additional data which should be added to the flight data table or
placed next to the aircraft target?
B. Additional features on the map?
C.
What 
additional clearances would you like the pseudoaircrafL to be
able to respond to?
D. Any changes to the communications system?
E. Any suggestions with respect to layout of the facility?
B. Please add any comments that will help evaluate the experiment that have
not been covered in previous questions.
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